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5 CREDIT, EXPENDITURE AND ASSET 
PRICES 

The purpose of this study has been to demonstrate the 

importance of money, based on broad definitions. to asset 

prices and economic activity (and ultimately to the price level of 
goods and services). Historical experience as reviewed in the 

last two chapters - has shown that the direction of causation is 

from money to asset prices and expenditure, not the other way 

round. The Kaldorian critique and the analysis of the narrow

money school do not stand up. Another critique of the monetary 

approach needs to be discussed, however. Numerous statements 

can be found - at both the popular level and in the publications of 
professional economists - to the effect that 'credit' is relevant to 

the determination of both asset prices and national expenditure. 

Indeed, some authors put credit ahead ofmoney. This chapter will 

argue that the elevation of credit by itselfto a prominent role in 

national income determination is a mistake. On the other hand, 

it very much endorses the proposition that a particular type of 

credit, namely bank credit, is important to the business cycle. The 
significance of bank credit arises not from its independent influ

ence on economic variables, but from the part it plays in money 

creation. 



CREDIT, EXPENDITURE AND ASSET PRICES 

Currency and banking schools 

Some of the trouble in understanding this subject stems from 
imprecision in the use of words. Disputes about the meaning of 
words were a recurrent element in the protracted battle of ideas 
between the currency and banking schools in England in the early 
nineteenth century. Even in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
centuries terminology had not settled down. A common practice 
was to describe bank deposits as 'credit', because they arose from 
the extension of credit by the banks.' Nowadays, by contrast, 
the accepted convention is that bank deposits are 'money'. The 
uncertainties about words were accompanied, however, by deeper 
and more substantive disagreements. One of the earliest enthusi
asts for a credit-based explanation of prices was John Stuart Mill 
in Chapter XII of Book 3 of Principles ofPolitical Economy. In his 
words, 'It is obvious ... that prices do not depend on money, but 
on purchases.' Further, 

Credit which is used to purchase commodities, affects prices 

in the same manner as money. Money and credit are thus 

exactly on a par in their effect on prices; and whether we 

choose to class bank notes with the one or the other, is in 

this respect entirely immaterial. 


The difficulty with these remarks is that they are not placed in 
a convincing theoretical schema. Mill was acerbic in his references 
to 'the doctrine of the infancy of society and of political economy', 
stating that 'the quantity of money compared with that of commod-

David Laidler. The Golden Age ofthe Quantity Theory (Hemel Hempstead: Philip 
Allan. 1991). pp.14-15. 

2 	 V. W. Bladen and}. M. Robson (eds), Principles ofPolitical Economy, vol. III of 
Collected Works ofJohn Stuart Mill (London and Toronto: Routledge &Kegan Paul 
and University ofToronto Press, 1965, originally published 1848). 
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ities determines general prices'. But the truth is that this doctrine, 

far from being abandoned at the 'infancy ofpolitical economy', has 

been rigorously developed - at the level of individual agents and 

for all individuals in the aggregate, and in both partial and general 

equilibrium models - since Mill's day. As set out in Chapter 1 (for 

the markets in goods and services) and in Chapter 2 (for assets), one 

ofthe triumphs ofmonetary analysis is to reconcile the equilibrium 

ofindividual money-holding agents with equilibrium between the 

demand for and supply of money in the economy as a whole. No 

similar exercise has been carried out with credit -based theories. 

Indeed, attempts to develop credit-based theories for the 

economy as a whole face a serious, perhaps insurmountable, 

conceptual problem. Mill is right that in any particular transac

tion prices 'do not depend on money, but on purchases', and that 

an isolated purchase can be financed by credit. But the question 

has to be asked, 'Where does the credit come from?' Assuming 

that expenditure is not financed from money or asset holdings, 

anyone agent can spend above income because it has received 

credit, but the agent extending credit has to offset this by spending 

beneath income. A person or a company can receive credit from or 

extend credit to another person or company, but a society cannot 

- in net terms receive credit from or extend credit to itself. If 

international complications are ignored, the sum of net credit in 

any economy in any period is zero. No economist has developed 

a theory in which credit by itself determines the aggregate price 

level, because any such theory would be logically impossible. A 

purchase financed by credit can influence prices in an isolated 

transaction; purchases financed by credit cannot determine the 

overall price level because all agents taken together cannot be net 

recipients ofcredit. 



CREDIT, EXPENDITURE AND ASSET PRICES 

Modern proponents of credit 

But this difficulty - so compelling at the aggregate level - has 
not deterred economists from assembling sentences and para

graphs ('quasi-theories') in which credit is given a starring role. 

In a chapter on 'A general theory of reform' in his 1973 book on 

Economics and the Public Purpose, Galbraith wanted 'to reduce ... 

for all time the use of monetary policy'. He saw monetary policy 

as equivalent to 'reducing or increasing ... the amount of money 

available for borrowing', and claimed it suffered from intrinsic 

uncertainty about its effects. In his words, 'No one knows what 

the response to a greater or less availability offunds for borrowing 

will be or when that response will occur, for the reason that the 

factors that govern such response are never the same from one 

time to the next: He also opposed apparently at any time and in 

any economy - interest rates increases to limit credit 'and there

with the volume ofspending from borrowed funds and therewith, 

also, for that matter the supply ofmoney'.3 

Much has gone wrong here. To repeat, at the aggregate level, 

the concept of 'the amount of money available for borrowing' is 

vacuous. In net terms the amount of credit is, always and every

where, precisely nil. Of course, a sum can be borrowed and lent, 

recorded in a written IOU and registered in a balance sheet. 

Further, it may survive from period to period. adding to the gross 

totals of credit and debt outstanding. Galbraith is simply wrong, 

however, to equate 'the volume of spending from borrowed 
funds' with 'the money supply', unless he defines the phrase 'the 

money supply' in an idiosyncratic way. True enough, when a bank 

extends new credit, it normally increases its assets and its deposit 

John Kenneth Galbraith, Economics andthe PublicPU'11Ose(Boston. MA: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1973), pp. 308-9. 
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liabilities, and the deposit liabilities are money. But borrowing and 

lending are also performed between non-bank agents, and in such 

cases no new money is created. When a company extends credit to 
a customer (helping it 'to spend from borrowed funds'), the level 

of trade credit expands, but trade credit is not money. Similarly, 

when a financial institution purchases a bond newly issued by a 
company (also helping it 'to spend from borrowed funds'), the 

level of credit in the bond market expands, but corporate bonds 

are not money. Vast amounts oflending and borrowing, of credit 

extension and registration, can take place, without affecting the 

quantity ofmoney. 

Oespite the conceptual insecurity of credit-based theories 

of the price level, Galbraith has had several successors. One of 

the most influential has been Benjamin Friedman, professor of 

economics at Harvard University, who in the 1980s published 

a number of papers examining the facts of the relationships 

between money, credit and national income in the USA in the 

twentieth century. He did not propose an elaborate large-scale 
econometric model, but confined the analysis to bi-variate annual 

relationships between nominal money and nominal GOP, real 

money and nominal GOP, credit and real GOP, and so on. 'Credit' 

was measured by domestic non-financial credit (Le. the stock of 

credit extended to the non-financial sectors of the US economy, 

including the public sector and the non-financial private sector). 
He corroborated the findings of, for example, Milton Friedman 

and Schwartz that '[m]oney growth consistently helps explain 

both nominal and real economic growth'. But there was a sting 

in the tail. In addition to money helping in the explanation of 

incomes and output, 'nominal and real income growth typically 

helps explain money growth' and - according to certain rigorous 


































